Dobwalls Primary School Medium Term Plan

Year 4

English

Mathematics

To meet the objectives for this year group in literacy, children will be reading and
learning the tale of fear Romulus and Remus. The children will be then be able to
invent their own versions using the learnt structure. Our grammar will be
developed through recapping some of our learning from last half term as well as
looking at apostrophes for plural and possession as well as tense. Our non-fiction
focus this half term is instructions. We will use the Read Write Inc programme to
continue to develop our spelling with regular spelling practice.

Science
Our science topic for this half term is
scientific enquiry. We will carry out
investigations linked to our topic which
involve key skills including: predicting,
planning, identifying the equipment and
making sure it’s a fair test. We will then carry
out our investigation followed by recording
and presenting our results before evaluating
our investigation.

Religious Education
Our RE lessons this half term, will explore the
question: What kind of world did Jesus want? We
will discuss the disciples and what their job was, as
well as look at gospels and stories of Jesus. We will
look at what evidence there is of churches making a
world like Jesus wanted and discuss what we would
like the world to be like and compare this to what
we have found out about Jesus’ vision for the world.

Spring 1st half

To meet the objectives for this year group in maths we will recap and finish our unit on
addition and subtraction, where we will look at estimating answers using our knowledge
of rounding and then looking at efficient subtraction. We will then move on to
measurement. This will involve using their knowledge of adding and subtracting to work
out perimeter on a grid, of a rectangle and of rectilinear shapes.
We will continue to practice our arithmetic daily. Then we will move onto multiplication
and division. We will continue to use Times Table Rockstars and practice our times
tables daily.

Roman Invasion

Creativity: DT
For DT this half term we will focus on textiles.
We will design, make and evaluate coin purses.
The children will evaluate a range of coin purses
before moving onto designing their own, making
them and then evaluating not only their own but
each others.

Computing
This half term we will have the computers on a
rota, this will enable us to use Times Table
Rockstars and complete some online learning as
well as continue to develop our computing skills
in programmes such as Word and PowerPoint.

PE
Our day for PE is Thursday, the children
need to come to school in their PE kits
and stay in them all day.

PE this half term will include goalball and
gymnastics.

History
In history, the children will learn about the Roman
Invasion and the impact this has had on Britain. This
will involve understanding how the Roman empire
began, evaluating the attempts of Roman invasion on
Britain, inferring who Boudicca was using evidence
and understanding what the Romans introduced to
Britain that we still have/use today.

RSE
In RSE, we will focus on feelings and the emotion jealously.
We will start by discussing thoughts, feelings and emotions.
Then we will talk about times where we have felt jealous
and discuss these situations and feelings.

= PE clothes to be worn

= Wild Tribe clothes to be worn

= PE clothes to be worn

